Abstract-Previous work introduced the idea of matching network codes with network graphs to handle the network dynamics. This paper further integrates channel coding in the adaptive network coding framework through an elegant treatment of circulant shifting. Several code constructions are developed. Theoretical analysis and simulations show that the resultant generalized adaptive network coded cooperation (GANCC) is simple, adaptive, distributive, and capable of remarkable coding gains even with a very small number of cooperating users.
I. INTRODUCTION
C ONSIDER -to-1 wireless data-collection systems that comprise users and a common destination (e.g. sensor networks). Transmitter-cooperation strategies using network coding are gaining increasing interest. Many existing network coding schemes (e.g. [3] [4]) use pre-determined, fixed codes, and are therefore inefficient or impractical when critical links in the network break (e.g. due to random channel fading or shadowing). Random network codes based on GF(2 )-mixing over a large field can handle the network dynamics pretty well, but the encoding and especially the decoding complexity is rather high. In comparison, the adaptive network coded cooperation (ANCC) protocol developed in [2] appears to be both simple and effective. By matching code-on-graph (i.e. low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes) with networkon-graph (i.e. graphs specifying the instantaneous network topology) in real time, it provides an efficient and practical solution to gain cooperative gains in the highly dynamic wireless networks.
Since channel-network separation will in general break [1] , treating channel coding separately from routing or network coding, as performed in ANCC, will cause suboptimality. Aiming at an improved performance gain, this paper generalizes ANCC by unifying channel coding and network coding. Rather than simply concatenate channel codes and network codes, we make channel coding as an integral part of network coding through a rather simple but powerful operation of circulant shifting [6] . The resultant generalized adaptive network coded cooperation (GANCC) protocol finds essential structure support from the well-known class of circulant sparse-graph codes (circulant LDPC codes). It subsumes ANCC as a degenerated case, but provides a significantly larger effective code length and hence a significantly larger coding gain. We will discuss several useful code constructions, and confirm the efficiency of GANCC through theoretical analysis and computer simulations.
II. GENERALIZATION OF ANCC
Consider users communicating to a common destination through spatially-independent wireless channels. Each communication session consists of two phases. In the first phase, each user takes turns to broadcast its data packet, or, sourcepacket. Every user can potentially overhear one another (due to wireless broadcast), but may not get every packet correct (due to fading etc). In general, the error-free packets collected by the th user, denoted as ℛ( ), is a random subset of all the packets being transmitted. In the second phase, each user takes turns to forward a parity-packet, which is the checksum of some source-packets in its possession. In general, each user may select to relay none, one or multiple times, each time forming a different parity-packet, in accordance with the individual energy resource, channel quality and other conditions. For convenience, throughout the discussion here, we assume that each user relays exactly once, such that the resultant network code has rate 1/2. In conventional network coding strategies such as ANCC [2] , when forming the paritypacket, each user can randomly select a few packets from ℛ( ), XOR them bit-by-bit, and send out the result. The destination listens through both phases, and combines all of its reception to recover all the source-packets.
This ANCC strategy is best illustrated through an example. Consider = 5 users. Let and ( + 5) be the indexes of the source-packet and the parity-packet, respectively, from the th user. Suppose that in a particular session, each user has collected: Here each user listens and decodes in both phases until its turn of relay (i.e. packets arrive after that will be ignored). For example, user 3 has collected the source-packets from users 1, 2 and 5 (and itself), as well as the parity-packets from users 1 and 2. Suppose user picks the subset from ℛ( ), marked in bold, to compute the parity-packet, and airs it to the destination (together with the side information on how this parity is formed). The destination collects all the reception in both the first and the second phase, constructs is the parity check matrix for user 's channel code. , is the interleaving pattern for user to scramble user 's data packet. a lower-triangular LDPC (LT-LDPC) network code with the following parity check matrix, and performs soft iterative decoding to deduce the source. It should be noted that, because of the varying channels and the random-mixing choice of each user, a different will result each time on-the-fly. A graphical model illustrating this idea of matching-code-graph-with-network-graph can be found in [2] , and it is shown that such ANCC strategies can effectively handle instantaneous link outage and network topology change, and the gains are substantial for large wireless networks with many cooperative users.
Since arranging cooperation among a large number of users can be difficult, practical scenarios will likely involve only a few cooperative users. In such cases, in (1) becomes weaker due to the short block size as well as the existence of length-4 cycles. If the source-packets are channelcoded, then channel decoding may be performed after network decoding, and iterative network-channel decoding may be further exploited to improve the performance (i.e. treating the channel code as the outer code the network as the inner code). Such a network-channel coding strategy is straightforward, but it combines the two codes only "reactively" at the decoding side, without doing it "proactively" at the encoding side. Further, such a natural code concatenation will fail if there is no channel coding in the data packets.
The proposed GANCC strategy cleverly handles all of these downsides by a simple but effective operation of interleaving: After user (randomly) selects the packets from ℛ( ), instead of computing their check-sum bit-by-bit in their original bit orders, it now interleaves these length-bitsteams, each using a different scrambling pattern, and then XORs them. The parity check matrix of this joint networkchannel code is illustrated in Fig.1 , where , is a permutation matrix 1 , whose row permutation pattern determines how user scrambles user 's bit-stream. The lower part of is constructed by substituting each entry of in (1) with an -by-square matrix, where "0"s are replaced by null matrices, and "1"s are replaced by independent permutation matrices, except for the "1"s on the right diagonal which are replaced by identity matrices (trivial permutations). (In the degenerated case where all the permutation matrices use the identity matrix, then reduces to .) In general, source-packets are channel coded, and hence the upper part of also consists of parity check matrices, 1 , 2 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , , corresponding respectively to the channel codes used by the users. If the th source-packet is uncoded, then becomes an identity matrix, and that part can be removed from . The interleaving operation is critical to the performance of GANCC. It effectively inter-connects all the previously unrelated bits, thereby increasing the code length from ( ) to ( ). Since , the packet size, typically ranges from a few hundred to a few thousand in practical systems, a large coding gain is achievable even when the number of cooperating users is small. Further, by permuting each bit-stream using a different pattern, and therefore breaking the length-4 cycles that may previously exist in , interleaving also significantly reduces the chance for short cycles in , making message-passing more effective [6] . Since storing all the interleavers can be rather expensive, we further propose to use circulant interleavers in lieu of random interleavers; see Fig. 3(A) . Thus, instead of actually interleaving the bitstreams with interleavers , , each user simply circularly shifts these bit-streams with distinctive offsets , , where 0 ≤ , ≤ − 1. To further save overhead, , may be pre-defined as some function of the packet indexes and the user IDs and , making , storage-free. It is interesting to note that the resultant network code finds close relation to the well-known class of circulant LDPC codes (quasicyclic LDPC codes), shown in Fig. 3(A) . Circulant LDPC codes are known to perform on par with random LDPC codes yet require lower implementation complexity [5] . Specifically, we can show that for and two row indexes 1 < 2 and any two column indexes 1 < 2 , if the offsets satisfy With circulant shifting, GANCC requires little additional complexity than ANCC, but promises considerably larger coding gain (due to the significantly larger code lengths and the reduction of length-4 cycles enabled by interleaving). Fig.2 shows the simulation results of the 5-user example with datapackets uncoded as well as channel-coded by (2000, 1000) (3, 6)-regular LDPC code. Since a different parity check matrix is instantiated each time, the curves represent the ensemble average performance rather than that of any individual instance. We observe that (i) either with (dashed lines) or without (solid lines) channel coding, the simple operation of interleaver/circulant-shifting enables GANCC to reap an additional 6 dB gain over conventional networking (i.e. ANCC), and (ii) circulant shifting performs no worse than random interleaving in GANCC.
III. CODE CONSTRUCTION

A. CLT-LDPC, C-LDGM, and EC-LDGM
Just like the network codes in ANCC can be constructed from the ensemble of LT-LDPC and LDGM codes [2] , GANCC can also make use of circulant LT-LDPC (CLT-LDPC) codes and circulant LDGM (C-LDGM) codes, shown in Fig. 3(A)(B) . CLT-LDPC codes require the users to relay one after another in time (time division). In comparison, C-LDGM codes are generally applicable to any multiplexing schemes, including when the users transmit simultaneously though frequency-orthogonal channels or using orthogonal spreading codes, but they tend to have a higher error floor and a (slightly) worse water-fall region (due to weight-1 columns). It is known that pre-coding (i.e. concatenating an outer code) can in general help improve LDGM codes [9] , but pre-coding is not applicable to distributed cooperation scenarios.
To alleviate the negative impact of weight-1 columns while still preserving the generality of C-LDGM codes, we propose extended circulant LDGM (EC-LDGM) codes. The difference between the new EC-LDGM code in Fig. 3(C) and the C-LDGM code in Fig. 3(B) is an additional differential encoding process. Upon its turn to relay, a user first performs the same process as discussed before: select data-packets, circularly shift these bit-streams, and XOR them bit-by-bit to obtain the bit-stream of the parity-packet. Next, instead of sending this bit-stream { } as is, it sends the differentially encoded version { }: 0 = 0 , and = xor( , −1 ), for = 1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , − 1. What this reflects in the parity check matrix, as illustrated in Fig. 3(C) , is that the right diagonal blocks now have zigzag patterns instead of a single line in the main diagonal. 
B. Column Weight Concentration and Distributed Progressive Edge Growth
Regardless of whether CLT-LDPC, C-LDGM, or EC-LDGM codes are used, there is room for optimizing the degree distribution. Due to the distributive nature of GANCC, conventional centralized methods are not applicable. We propose two distributed methods to approximate the centralized ones.
(1) Irregular degree distribution can outperform regular ones, provided they are carefully optimized. When optimization is impossible, uniform degree distribution is a safe choice. The proposed column weight concentration (CWC) algorithm aims to make column weights as uniform as possible, so that no source-packets is significantly under-protected. To implement the algorithm, each user is asked to listen and keep track of the number of parities each packet has already participated in, and to select from ℛ( ) the least protected ones to form a parity. Due to possible link outage, each user may not track the degrees 100% accurately. Nevertheless, simulations show that this simple mechanism can effectively eliminate a majority of unwanted null-weight or weight-one columns.
(2) The progressive edge growth (PEG) algorithm [7] constructs a Tanner graph by progressively adding edges that have the minimal impact on the girth of the graph. An effective tool to maximize the girth, the PEG algorithm has resulted in some of the best-known codes at short lengths [7] . To put ANCC in perspective with GANCC, we propose a distributed PEG (DPEG) algorithm that is somewhat different from the original proposal [7] . First, the new algorithm will run in a distributed rather than centralized manner. A user continues to hear and collect information on the growth of the graph structure until it has fulfilled its role of message forwarding. Each terminal independently constructs a subgraph to the level of its interest based on the information available locally, and uses that to determine how to add edges (i.e. form new parity checks). It should be noted that due to possible channel outage, the graph envisioned by each user may be slightly different from the true code graph. Second, the lack of global knowledge and central control makes the users unaware of the resultant degrees of the variable nodes. Hence the graphs can not expand from the variable nodes as described in [7] , but will instead expand from the check nodes. The general idea remains similar to [7] . We note that the network codes in our simulations are by default constructed using CWC. Completely random construction without CWC will in general lead to a worse ensemble-average performance and a larger deviation between the individual codes in the ensemble (especially when is small). Using DPEG will in general lead to some 1 dB gain over CWC, but incurs considerably larger complexity. (Simulation plots are not shown due to space limitation.) A more detailed discussion of the code construction and performance analysis can be found in [10] .
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To predict the performance of GANCC using LT-LDPC, C-LDGM, and EC-LDGM codes, we also conduct theoretical analysis using density evolution with Gaussian approximation (DE-GA) [8] . Let and be the maximum degree of variable nodes and check nodes. Let ( ) = ∑ =1 −1 and ( ) = ∑ =1 −1 be the edge-perspective degree profile of variable nodes and check nodes, where and are the percentages of edges connecting to variable nodes of degree and check nodes of degree , respectively.
A. Circulant LDGM and Circulant LT-LDPC Ensembles
In C-LDGM and LT-LDPC codes, each × block has only one weight per row, so the bits participating in any one check experience different channel fades. The analysis takes into consideration the independent sender-destination channels exploited in GANCC and evaluates the error probability pertaining to the systematic packets only, but is otherwise similar to the standard DE-GA for irregular LDPC codes:
where (0) = 0, and
where ∼ ( , 2 ).
After iterations, the total log-likelihood ratio (LLR) associated with the variable nodes having degree and transmitted through the th channel has a mean value of:
which amounts to an error probability of:
. Averaging over all the channel realizations and all the variable nodes, we get the error probability of this LDPC code ensemble
where ′ is the percentage of systematic variable nodes (from the node perspective) having degree , and ∑ =2 ′ = 1. Finally, the average error probability over block fading channels is the expectation of * over all the cooperation sessions, each with a different noise realization,
The degree profiles are ( ) =
B. EC-LDGM Ensemble
In an EC-LDGM code ( Fig. 3(C) ), the two parity bits coming from the same block experiences the same channel fade 2 , and the message exchange between these parity bits is confined to the same block. Thus, one needs to track the LLR density of the systematic variable nodes (collectively, denoted as ℜ ), and the parity variable nodes of the network code separately. Consider the parity checks contributed by the th user. Let ( ) and ( ) be the respective mean LLR values from the systematic variable nodes and the parity variable nodes to the check nodes, at the th user. Let ( ) and ( ) be the respective mean LLR values from the check nodes to the systematic and the parity variable nodes at the th user:
The mean LLR values evolve from (−1)th to th iteration as:
values, averaged over all the checks from all the users. 2 There exist 100 % checks that involve one parity bit each, but this percentage vanishes as → ∞. = 5, network code rate 1/2. = 5000 for block fading scenario, and = 1000 for IID fading. No channel coding presents in data packets.
Gathering (6)- (10) yields
where ( ) is the number of edges connecting to all systematic variable nodes of degree divided by the number of edges connecting to all systematic variable nodes. The error probability after iterations is computed as
where ( ) ( , ) is the mean LLR value computed by the degree-systematic variable nodes associated with the th user. Fig. 4 evaluates GANCC with different code ensembles on different fading channels. The set of three curves on the right represent C-LDGM, EC-LDGM and CLT-LDPC codes over block-fading Rayleigh channels (each packet of bits experiences the same fade). The simulations match the theoretical analysis (obtained from density evolution) fairly well with curves almost on top of each other. C-LDGM codes perform the worst among the three with a high error floor, EC-LDGM codes perform dramatically better with a 12 dB gain at BER of 10 −6 , and CLT-LDPC codes obtain an additional 2-3 dB gain over EC-LDGM codes. The set of three curves on the left represent the case of independent and identically distributed (IID) Rayleigh fading channels (different fades for different bits). Here the number of weight-1 columns poses a significant impact on the ensemble performance. The proposed EC-LDGM codes (which have ( ) weight-1 columns) not only significantly outperform C-LDGM codes (which have ( ) weight-1 columns), but also outperform CLT-LDPC codes (which have ( ) weight-1 columns)! V. CONCLUSIONS The ANCC protocol [2] cleverly constructs adaptive sparsegraph network codes on-the-fly to match to the constantlychanging wireless network topology. This paper generalizes ANCC by integrating adaptive network coding with channel coding by a simple but powerful operation of circulant shifting. Through code design, theoretical analysis and computer simulations, we show that GANCC achieves impressive coding performance even when there are only a limited number of cooperating nodes.
